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paper investigates the e�ects of cognitive styles on teams engaged in collaborative gaming activities. Fiftyfour individuals took part in a mixed-methods user study; they were classi�ed as �eld-dependent (FD) or
independent (FI) based on a �eld-dependent–independent (FD-I) cognitive-style-elicitation instrument. Three
groups of teams were formed, based on the cognitive style of each team member: FD-FD, FD-FI, FI-FI. We
examined collaborative gameplay in terms of team performance, cognitive load, communication, and player
experience. The analysis revealed that FD-I cognitive style a�ected the performance and mental load of teams.
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INTRODUCTION

In multiplayer collaborative games, players need to continually work together to succeed as a
team in accomplishing game objectives. This is achieved by players processing and exchanging
information among team members through the game interface [202]. However, according to several
socio-cognitive theories, people develop di�erent cognitive styles that in�uence the way they
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process and exchange information. Thus, these di�erences could have an impact on the gameplay
behavior and experience.
Cognitive styles are considered higher-level cognitive functions representing the typical mode
of thinking, remembering, and problem-solving, which an individual prefers and tends to follow
to process information [108]. Cognitive styles, which are also considered as intellectual executive
functions [75], describe consistencies in an individual’s manner for acquiring and processing
information and di�erences in executive functioning and cognitive skills and abilities are expected
to be re�ected in varying cognitive style dimensions [108]. Considering that people with disparate
cognitive styles process information di�erently and that each team member introduces their
cognitive style’s unique characteristics to the team, individual cognitive styles are expected to play
an important role in how teams experience collaborative gameplay.
While there is a growing body of research investigating di�erent aspects that are central to this
work, such as collaborative gameplay [9, 114, 178, 183, 202, 203], impact of cognitive characteristics
on games [71, 72, 168, 170], and impact of cognitive styles on single-player games [87, 110, 150, 153],
to our knowledge, scholars have not yet examined the e�ects of cognitive styles on collaborative
gameplay. This paper investigates the impact of an accredited cognitive style (Field DependenceIndependence) on the gameplay behavior of teams with varying cognitive pro�les while playing a
well-researched distributed multiplayer collaborative game (TeCP).
Through a mixed-methods between-subjects study, we empirically evaluate how cognitive
styles in�uence various gameplay dimensions, such as team performance, cognitive workload,
player experience, communication, gameworld exploration strategy, navigation approaches, and
interaction styles. The results show that the diversity of team members regarding their cognitive
styles has an impact on collaborative gameplay, in�uencing a variety of teamwork dimensions.
These �ndings suggest that cognitive styles should be considered as one of the human factors to
support and improve teamwork e�ort. Players who face di�culties processing information in timedependent tasks and demanding/stressful contexts should be e�ciently supported by game design
elements. We expect our �ndings to provide useful insights for designers, practitioners, researchers,
and implications for the HCI, CSCW, and gaming communities on improving teamwork.
1.1

Contribution

While several socio-cognitive theories suggest that cognitive styles in�uence the way people
acquire information, process and apply knowledge, and make decisions, they do not provide us
with enough insights into how cognitive styles a�ect gameplay in collaborative environments
(e.g., multiplayer games). This work contributes to the understanding of cognitive styles and
teamwork by providing empirical evidence and new insights on the e�ects of cognitive styles
on collaborative gameplay, how they impact team performance, cognitive workload, gameplay
experience, and communication. Our research presents a discussion about how di�erences in
cognitive styles in�uence teams’ exploration strategies, problem-solving approaches, interaction
styles, communication, and navigation. It also contributes a set of design implications on how
future multiplayer games can be designed to accommodate di�erences in players’ cognitive styles
to support better teamwork. We extend prior work on both collaborative games and cognitive
styles and create a bridge between these two research domains, helping researchers, designers,
and the gaming community to make better sense of how di�erent players’ cognitive styles may
in�uence their gameplay behavior and teamwork.
1.2

Article Organization

We begin the article by discussing background on cognitive styles, collaboration and teamwork, and
games and collaborative gameplay. We then explain the research artifact, the Team Coordination
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& Planning Game (TeCP) that we used in this study. A methodology section explains our study
process, including ethical considerations, recruitment, participant, experimental design, measures,
apparatus, study protocol, and analysis method. From there, we develop both quantitative and
qualitative results that highlight how cognitive styles in�uence teamwork and how performance,
workload, player experience, and communication di�er between players and teams. Finally, we
conclude this work with a discussion and develop design implications based on the results of our
study and highlight the limitations of this work.
2 BACKGROUND
In this section, we synthesize prior research on cognitive styles, collaboration and teamwork, and
games and collaborative gameplay. This background section is intended to provide both breadth
and depth across the range of topics that are central to this work, enabling readers to make sense
of the past and current research e�orts within the domains of these topics.
2.1

Cognitive Styles

Several socio-cognitive theories [108, 157, 175] suggest that people di�er in the way they seek,
represent, process, and retrieve information, depending on their cognitive characteristics, such as
cognitive abilities/skills (i.e., the ability to learn, to process and apply knowledge, to analyze, to reason, to evaluate and to decide) and cognitive styles (i.e., the typical mode of thinking, remembering
or problem-solving, which refer to the preferred way of processing information). Unlike cognitive
abilities, which are typically unipolar (i.e., ranging from zero to a maximum value), cognitive
styles are multi-polar dimensions. They denote a tendency to behave in a certain manner, and
thus, several researchers [11, 106, 157, 201] have used cognitive styles to explain empirically the observed di�erences in the way people process information. Extensive research e�orts have reported
that di�erences in cognitive styles have an impact on individuals’ performance, experience, and
teamwork, in diverse �elds such as e-learning [34], cultural heritage [155], gaming [110], security
[99], business and management [15], and e-commerce and marketing [118]. On the other hand,
when individuals have cognitive styles that are compatible with the work they are doing, they are
more likely to perform better. The mapping between the characteristics of the cognitive style and
the requirements of a task can be either because of the nature of the task (e.g., an individual who
has an analytical cognitive style regarding the visual search process is expected to perform better
in tasks that require thorough search within a complex visual scene [136, 154]) or because the task
has been adapted to the characteristics of each individual’s cognitive style [99, 123, 155, 182].
2.1.1 Field Dependence-Independence (FD-I). Several diverse cognitive styles have been identi�ed
in the literature [108, 157], such as Field Dependence-Independence [201], Visualizers-Verbalizers
[143], and Holists-Serialists [146]. According to Miller’s [131] and Nosal’s [137] theoretical frameworks, di�erent cognitive styles can be identi�ed and applied at varying stages of cognitive
processing, such as perception and information organization. Field Dependence-Independence
(FD-I) is the most prominent cognitive style regarding the perception dimensions of cognitive
processing [131, 137], such as selective attention and �eld structuring, which is often triggered in
video games that are built on scenes and virtual worlds with rich visual content that the players
must process to have a better understanding of the game and complete the game objectives. FD-I
cognitive style is an established and validated single-dimension style that characterizes people
as either �eld-dependent (FD) or �eld-independent (FI), based on their ability to extract visual
information in complex scenes [55, 201]. FI-style people disentangle a �eld into its components,
isolate important information from a complex whole, and are not in�uenced by the perceptual �eld,
while FD-style people tend to see the perceptual �eld as a whole, process information globally, and
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are less attentive to detail. When searching for visual cues FD-style people tend to follow a more
holistic strategy and have a more disoriented visual behavior starting from the outer regions of the
scene and ending up in the details. On the other hand, FI-style people tend to identify critical cues
quickly and adopt an analytic approach by following speci�c distinct scene characteristics, such as
shapes and colors. Figure 1 depicts an example of a visual search task, where people need to �nd a
simple image (left panel: top shape) within a complex image (left panel: middle shape). FI-style
people (right panel: bottom lane) tend to start their visual exploration approach by identifying
distinct characteristics (e.g., edges), continue with critical cues (e.g., smaller shapes), and gradually
explore the whole visual scene following a sequential approach. On the other hand, FD-style people
(right panel: top lane) tend to identify outer parts of the visual scene and explore it in a more
disoriented way, without following a speci�c pattern.

Fig. 1. In visual search tasks (e.g., le� panel: people need to identify a simple image within a complex image),
FD-style and FI-style people follow di�erent strategies to deconstruct the visual scenes, with FD=style
people adopting a more holistic and disoriented approach (top) and FI-style people following a more analytic
approach by identifying details and following distinct scene characteristics (e.g., shapes) [149].

Research has shown that FD-style people tend to prefer a personal orientation, be holistic, have
di�culties in distinguishing details from other information [199], perform better on inductive tasks
[108], and rely on external frames of reference [130]. FD-style people are more focused on an overall
goal and are a�ected by external structure [112]. They thus have a higher frustration tolerance
than FI-style people [32]. FI-style people tend to prefer an impersonal orientation, be analytical,
pay attention to details, and easily separate simple elements and structures from surrounding
context [108, 130, 199]. Research has shown that, in solo activities, FI-style people are better than
FD-style ones when performing visual search tasks [150], which can be a�ected by several factors
such as scene complexity [99] and scene visual depth [151]. FI-style people perform better in tasks
that require an analytic information-processing approach, such as puzzle-solving [87], and visual
decision making tasks [127]. In such types of tasks, they tend to develop more creative [136] and
exploratory [153] problem-solving strategies.
2.1.2 FD-I measurement and stability. A number of methods have been proposed to measure
FD-I cognitive style, the most popular ones are: Group Embedded Figures Test (GEFT) [140], Hidden
Figures Test (HFT), and Rod-and-Frame Test (RFT) [139]. Several studies have investigated the
reliability of these methods across di�erent groups regarding age, sex, and cultural background
[22, 100, 102]; based on their �ndings several group-speci�c tools have been proposed, such as
Preschool Embedded Figures Test (PEFT) [38] and Children Embedded Figures Test (CEFT) [97].
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Cognitive styles are generally referred to as stable characteristics [129] that are hardly changed
by human activity [157]. Regarding FD-I, extensive cross-sectional research and reviews have
reported a curvilinear trend with age, indicating changes regarding the performance of individuals
on elicitation tools (e.g., GEFT, HFT) with age over the life-span [144, 166]. FD-I is shown to be
stable [41] after adolescence [107] and young adulthood [200], which is di�cult to be changed even
after extensive training sessions (e.g., through game-playing) towards one or the other dimension
[187]. While people can change their scores on FD-I elicitation tools, such as GEFT, only a few of
them can actually change their FD-I orientation [100]. Regarding other factors, while early research
had shown that men tend to be more FI, while women tend to be more FD [201], no signi�cant sex
di�erences on the FD-I dimension have been observed in varying age groups [144, 198]. Moreover,
no prior research showed that intelligence a�ects the FD-I dimension [144].
2.1.3 FD-I and neuroscience. Several attempts have been made to investigate cognitive styles
through neuropsychological measures [64, 65, 68, 109]. Focusing on FD-I cognitive style, studies
considering cerebral functions suggest that di�erences between FD-style and FI-style individuals are
based on di�erences observed in the right/left cerebral hemispheres of the brain [51, 61, 147, 176],
which might re�ect variations in the e�ciency of cognitive processes associated with frontal
lobe systems [67, 145, 192] and brain structure [81]. For example, FD-style individuals display
greater between-hemisphere coherence, suggesting less hemispheric di�erentiation [138, 141].
Moreover, a recent study [52] revealed di�erences between FD-style and FI-style individuals
through electroencephalography-based bistable perception processing.
2.1.4 FD-I and games. Among other factors, cognition plays an important role in de�ning how
people choose strategies and process information when playing games. Focusing on FD-I cognitive
style, research has shown that in games that include item-collection tasks, FI-style players tend to
identify faster and pay longer attention to critical game items by adopting an exploratory strategy
[152], while FD-style players tend to focus on the game objectives and strictly follow the rules. Such
di�erences could lead to imbalances between FD-style and FI-style players regarding various gaming
aspects, such as experience (e.g., FI-style players are more immersed [151]), completion time (e.g.,
FD-style players complete the game faster [153]), and learning outcome (e.g., FI-style players have
a better comprehension as they interact with more game items[152]). These phenomena are more
intense in environments that are based on scenes with rich visual content, such as virtual-reality
and augmented-reality contexts [84, 151]. In games that include pattern recognition tasks, such as
jigsaw puzzles, FD-style players tend to be distracted by irrelevant environment cues while FI-style
players tend to be more focused and more accurate, and thus, FI-style players perform fewer actions
to complete the tasks while FD-style players need more time to process visual information and
solve visual problems [87]. While FD-I had an impact on players’ performance it slightly a�ected
their strategy as they both preferred a strategy built on analogical thinking.
In games that require users to quickly process visual information in order to make decisions
(e.g., sports games), FD-style players tend to demonstrate a general reluctance towards games with
increased perceived complexity, games that require di�cult handling, or games that are based
on operations (e.g., gestures) that the players are not familiar with [127]. Instructional games are
shown to help FI-style players when they are based on exploratory tasks (e.g., players are free
to visually explore cards with text and pictures to connect stories in a game) [28], while such
games help FD-style players to perform better when they are required to strictly follow a speci�c
process to accomplish game objectives (e.g., follow speci�c steps in speci�c order to build a story)
[195]. Moreover, FI-style players seem to be more �exible in changing their gaming strategies to
accomplish their goals [88].
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These prior studies focused on single-player games while, to the authors’ knowledge, only a few
works have considered investigating the e�ect of FD-I cognitive style on multiplayer games. Lu
et al. [120] showed that when the game supports di�erent strategies, it is bene�cial for teams with
FD-style players in handling e�ective problem-solving strategies. Chang et al. [32] showed that in
a multilateral competition game, FI-style players were less in�uenced by their peers and paid more
attention on the gaming activity while FD-style players relied more on external frames of reference
and enjoyed the social interaction with their peers. While both works [32, 120] provide valuable
insights, they mainly focus on competitive games. Horak [88] showed that teams whose aggregated
cognitive style was towards FI direction changed their approach during the game; however, the
gameplay aspect was not studied and the sample size was small (2 teams). All of these prior works
provide some insights, but they do not study the in�uence of cognitive styles on collaborative
gameplay.
2.1.5 FD-I and Collaboration. Little work has considered the interplay between FD-I cognitive
style and collaboration. Research has shown that FD-I heterogeneity can be bene�cial [113] as
people in heterogeneous groups have the opportunity to learn from each other, but homogeneity can
preserve team harmony and productivity [189], which however might cause con�ict concerning role
assignments [113]; FD-style learners get greater bene�ts from the cognitive apprenticeship model
via collaborative web-based learning [112]; FD-style individuals prefer working in groups, whereas
FI-style individuals prefer working alone during learning processes [163]; FD-style individuals are
more task-oriented than FI-style individuals in a group setting [74]; FI-style individuals seem to
have more the role of a leader, while FD-style individuals seem to have more the role of a counsellor
taking advantage of their interpersonal skills [128]; team heterogeneity, in terms of mentor and
learner, is bene�cial for performance in educational settings [60]; FI-FI dyads are more e�ective
than FD-FD dyads when performing word-guessing tasks [57]. These prior literature are limited to
learning contexts and they focus on team performance and do not investigate other team principles
such as collaboration. The present work expands our understanding of this space.
2.2

Collaboration and Teamwork

Central to collaboration is the concepts of teams and teamwork. A team can be de�ned as a group
of two or more actors (people, animals, robots) who are assigned di�erent roles and collaborate
to achieve a shared goal [161]. In teamwork, performance can be maximized when teams are able
to organize their activities, synchronize their e�ort, communicate and coordinate e�ectively, and
maintain shared mental models and situation awareness [2, 47, 62, 78].
2.2.1 Collaboration. E�ective collaboration is essential to successful teamwork. User interfaces
in games include techniques for supporting both human-computer interaction and human-human
interaction [178]. In distributed multiplayer games, these two modes of interaction can not be
separated. For example, when playing a multiplayer game (e.g., Fortnite [49]), the direct collaboration
with a player is mediated by the collaboration and communication tools available within the
gameworld—the interface of the game. When such tools are designed to provide players with enough
communication and collaboration support, players can engage in teamwork. Thus, understanding
how players communicate and interact in multiplayer games can help us design better games that
support teamwork [202].
2.2.2 Team Cognition. Individuals and teams perform di�erent cognitive activities such as
acquiring and processing information, making sense and assessing situations and making decisions.
Team cognition is the cognitive activity that happens at a team level [77]. In teamwork, both
individual and team cognition happen simultaneously. Prior studies and research recognize that
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individual knowledge and skills in�uence how individuals and teams work together [37, 77, 85, 179,
202]. When individual knowledge and skills are distributed across team members, they e�ectively
contribute to a better team cognition and perform better as a team [85]. E�ective team cognition may
include activities such as understanding what is happening in the environment, utilizing both verbal
and non-verbal cues [77, 202], establishing a common ground [37], maintaining situation awareness
[47], and communicating e�ectively [179]. Collective information seeking, communication, and
awareness play an important part in supporting teamwork.
Collective information seeking is an essential part of the process of understanding and making
sense of situations as a team [197]. It involves collecting, �ltering, processing, authenticating,
interpreting, and sharing information that is needed to understand a situation [2]. Individuals and
teams develop di�erent cognitive skills and styles in acquiring and processing such information,
hence individual di�erences in cognitive style and the ability to extract information in complex
scenes have the potential to impact teamwork [150, 153, 197, 201].
A mental model is a way in which individuals understand how something works in the real world,
a representation of an object or process in an individual or team mind [92]. During collaborative activity, teams plan actions by gathering relevant information, individually and collectively, analyzing
information to establish a strategy, and make sense of the situation, which leads to accomplishing
a shared goal [9, 202]. When mental models are shared among teammates, teams are equipped to
understand and simulate the world around them in similar ways. Shared mental models support
teams in working together e�ciently by enabling them to use di�erent types of communication
modalities [16, 124, 179].
2.2.3 Team Formation. Successful teamwork relies heavily on e�ective cooperation between
each team member, thus, team formation and team building are crucial. Team formation strategies
are of interest in the context of electronic sports (eSports), the playing and spectating of competitive
and multiplayer online games [79]. In these high-performance action teams, the collaboration
between players is crucial for their overall success in the game. Teams in distributed multiplayer
games, such as Dota 2 [186], League of Legends [159], and Fortnite [49] coordinate and work
under high pressure [45, 133, 134]. In such games, a team’s success is predicated on their ability
to coordinate as a team, that is, the accuracy of their shared mental models and their situation
awareness both of their own team’s functioning and of that of their opponents [70, 104, 148].
Prior literature has investigated team formation and the factors that in�uence a team’s success,
such as players’ relationships and familiarity with each other [10, 45, 59, 134], personality types
and attitude [26, 40], individual di�erences [90], collective intelligence [104], and demographic
factors [95]. While these prior literature investigate how these factors in�uence teamwork and team
formation and provide valuable insights, di�erences in individual cognitive styles and their impact
on team formation have not been investigated in the context of collaborative gaming activities.
Di�erences in cognitive styles are expected to play an important role in the success of teamwork in
games [150, 151, 153]. While forming teams that include players with di�erent or complementary
backgrounds, play experience, and communication skills can in�uence teamwork, in this study, we
mainly focus on how constructing teams with di�erences in cognitive styles may in�uence their
collaboration and gameplay.
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Fig. 2. Non-verbal communication mechanics and awareness cues found in collaborative games [9, 202].

2.3

Games and Collaborative Gameplay

Games are a prominent example of systems that cultivate collaborative behaviors [167, 169]. Games
can be characterized as interconnected systems of rules, the boundaries that constrain player
action, and play, the freedom to make decisions within the rules [162]. Game mechanics are the
choices and actions that a player can make within the a game, which result in an observable
outcome [1, 162]. Core mechanics are the actions that a player make repeatedly in the game, which
a�ect the underlying subsystems of the game in important ways. Gameworld is de�ned as “an
information space and an ecological environment designed with certain gameplay activities in
mind” [93, p23–24]. A gameworld is a virtual space, in which players can interact with each other
through their embodiment (i.e., avatars) and other available communication mechanics . The rules
of the game is enforced by the gameworld, which provides a virtual boundary to the game [181].
Gameplay can be de�ned as “the game dynamics emerging from the interplay between rules and
game geography” [46, p. 102]. It is the structure and interaction with the game system, elements,
and other players governed by the rules and boundaries of the game [46, 86]. Zagal et al. discussed
collaborative gameplay, in which, “all the participants work together as a team, sharing the pay-o�s and
outcomes; if the team wins or loses, everyone wins or loses” [205, p. 25]. In collaborative games, players
engage in teamwork to succeed. Understanding the objectives of the game, communicating with
teammates, establishing a common ground, and maintaining awareness help players to collaborate
e�ectively [9, 178, 202]. Each team member needs to have the ability and skills to collaborate with
other teammates in order to contribute productively. Individual di�erences in team members may
in�uence how teams collaborate and play together, thus there is a great need to investigate how
di�erences in players impact collaborative gameplay and how we can improve teamwork within
games.
2.3.1 Explicit & Implicit Coordination. Teams communicate information to each other in virtual
environments. Information such as play strategies, help and assistance, expressing frustration and
joy. E�ective team coordination requires teams to rely on both explicit and implicit communication
modes. Explicit communication, such as verbal communication (e.g., go to the battle area, collect
these gems, etc.) enables players to share with each other their status and enable them to coordinate
their actions [122]. When teams become more experienced and e�cient, they reduce their reliance
on explicit communication and shift to a mode of implicit coordination [178, 180], which means
that players are able to communicate less by making use of cues from their environment, such as
non-verbal modalities and awareness information, enabling them to collaborate more e�ciently
[9, 114, 202].
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2.3.2 Cooperative Communication Mechanics. Players communicate and coordinate explicitly
and implicitly through di�erent verbal and non-verbal channels: verbal channels such as voice or text
chat [173]; and using interfaces and tools such as virtual gestures and non-verbal cues [178, 202, 203]
(Figure 2). Prior literature has investigated how these di�erent communication modalities are
designed and used in games [9, 178, 183, 202, 203]. Both verbal and non-verbal communication
channels are important aspects of multiplayer games, enabling players to collaborate and coordinate
actions [27, 173, 193]. Cooperative communication mechanics (CCMs) are game mechanics that
provide players with the ability to communication with each other within the gameworld [178].
Toups et al. [178] identi�ed and classi�ed the types of CCMs available in multiplayer and cooperative
games. The CCM framework provides six trees of cooperative communication mechanic types,
including environment-modifying, automated communication, immersive, expressive, emergent, and
attention-focusing. All of these types help describe the ways in which games can support teams in
communicating and cooperating e�ectively.
Pings are an example of such CCMs. Pings are visual or auditory signals that help focus a
player’s attention during gameplay. Pings can be placed in the gameworld or minimap and are a
common method to point out and reference parts of the gameworld [114, 178, 203]. Vaddi et al. [183]
investigated how such pings impact players performance in the popular cooperative game Portal 2
[185]. The authors found that pings were important communication modality that enables players
to coordinate their actions in the game. The results show that when pings are combined with
verbal communication, players’ performances signi�cantly improved. Wuertz et al. [203] studied
the reasons behind players usage of pings and annotations in Dota 2 [186], a popular multiplayer
game. The authors found that players use these non-verbal communication modalities for planning,
issuing warnings, pointing out resources, requesting help, and venting frustration. Comparing
pings to annotations, the authors found that pings are used much more than annotations. On the
other hand, Leavitt et al. [114] investigated how non-verbal communication such as pings can
improve players’ performances in League of Legends [159]. The authors found that the number of
pings a player creates and their performance di�ered signi�cantly and are di�erent based on the
team and individual tasks and roles players engage in. The authors suggest that providing players
and teams with a variety of verbal and non-verbal communication tools is important in cooperative
and time-critical games.
Free-hand annotations are another form of CCMs used in the present research. These are freely
drawn visual lines created on top of the gameworld [9, 50, 158, 178, 181, 203] that allow players
to plan strategies, mark locations, and communicate. In our prior study [9], we investigated how
free-hand annotations impact team coordination in multiplayer games. Our results suggest that nonverbal communication such as annotation interfaces helped teams engage e�ectively in collaborative
activities, which reduced frustration, and shortened goal completion times.
While di�erent interfaces and mechanics in games have been investigated previously for how
they impact teamwork and collaboration (e.g., [9, 114, 183, 203]), human factors and individual
cognitive styles’ impact on teamwork in multiplayer games is unexplored. All of these prior
studies show how di�erent verbal and non-verbal communication modalities help players maintain
shared awareness of teammates and communicate e�ectively [35, 178]. This work investigates both
explicit and implicit communication modes, including verbal and non-verbal mechanics and how
such interfaces can support teamwork and how they are used by players with di�erent cognitive
characteristics.
2.3.3 Team Awareness. Players need the ability to interact and collaborate with each other to
share relevant information and to succeed as a team. Situation awareness refers to the ability to
understand and make sense of the environment around us and predict its future states [47, 48, 78].
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The literature on awareness is extensive in HCI and CSCW (e.g., [42, 47, 76, 78, 164]). A number
of research e�orts have focused on improving situation and team awareness within cooperative
and multiplayer games [174, 202, 202]. For example, Teruel et al. found that collaboration within
gameplay involved similar activities observed in groupware [174]. The authors developed the
Gamespace Awareness (GA) framework that highlights how information about the present, past, and
future of activities within collaborative games can be made available to other players to improve
social and group dynamics. Also, Cheung et al. [35] investigated awareness cues in co-located
games. The authors classi�ed such awareness cues and provided insights into how awareness
information can support teamwork and collaboration.
In our prior work [202], we build on both the workspace and gamespace awareness frameworks
[76, 174] to investigate how awareness cues can be speci�cally designed to support team coordination in distributed multiplayer games. We argued that the design and availability of these awareness
cues and interfaces impact the di�culty, symmetricity, and power within such games. Insights
from our prior work suggest that awareness cues must be considered as a main factor in�uencing
how teams are able to coordinate their actions. Such interfaces need to be designed carefully to
provide players and teams with the right information that they need at the right time and in the
right form to enable e�ective collaboration and teamwork [202].
2.4 Synthesis: Cognitive Styles and Collaborative Gameplay
Prior research has shown that FD-style and FI-style players follow di�erent strategies during singleplayer games [84, 151–153]. When a game is adapted to them or when they are naturally connected
to their skills, both FD-style and FI-style players tend to improve their performance and experience
[155]. While collaboration has generally been studied from a cognitive style perspective, few works
consider FD-I and they mainly a) focus on aspects other than collaborative gameplay, such as
individuals’ performance [60, 88], b) focus on contexts other than collaboration, such as multilateral
competitive contexts [32], and c) focus on environments other than games or amusement, such
as learning environments [60, 112, 113, 189]. In this paper, we investigate whether and how FD-I
cognitive style in�uences collaborative gameplay in a multiplayer game.
Based on our motivation, FD-I theory (Section 2.1.1), and study of related works [5, 87, 130, 136,
151, 153, 199], we expect people characterized as FI-style to be bene�cial to teams playing games
that involve planning using visual information, as they tend to deconstruct complex scenes faster
[199], follow more e�ective problem solving approaches by performing fewer but more accurate
movements [87], adopt a more exploratory information seeking strategy [153], be more engaged in
enriched visual contexts [151], have more creative thinking when performing tasks that require
visual information perception [136], and have a low dependence on contextual cues and low need
for visualized guiding information [130]. Moreover, FD-I in�uences interaction patterns [34] and
performance perceptions [56], showing that FI-style individuals have increased self esteem [207],
higher self e�cacy [36] and self motivation [56] which a�ect perceived performance [29, 54].
Following from the body of knowledge discussed in the previous paragraph and that dimensions,
such as performance, cognitive workload, player experience, and communication, can be used
to evaluate gameplay behavior and teamwork, since they can be measured in terms of outcome,
performance, motivation, workload, and team dynamic [18], we developed the following hypotheses:
H1:
H2:
H3:
H4:

teams that include at least one FI-style player will have increased performance.
teams that include at least one FI-style player will experience lower cognitive workload.
teams that include at least one FI-style player will have increased player experience.
teams that include at least one FI-style player will communicate less.
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Fig. 3. Screenshots of the Team Coordination & Planning Game (TeCP).

While the e�ectiveness of collaboration can be re�ected in the metrics of our hypotheses [18],
we also consider observing the behavior of FD-style and FI-style individuals when playing a
multiplayer game to gain a deeper understanding of the impact of cognitive styles on collaborative
gameplay. Therefore we perform both a quantitative and qualitative analyses, which are discussed
in section 4. The game that was served as our research artifact is TeCP, which is a distributed
multiplayer collaborative game that includes visual-search and collective problem-solving tasks,
which are connected with perception dimensions which are interrelated with the FD-I cognitive
style [131, 137]. More information about TeCP are provided in the next section.
3

RESEARCH ARTIFACT: TeCP

The Team Coordination & Planning Game (TeCP) is a a two-player, distributed multiplayer cooperative game, in which players must work together by communicating, planning, and annotating
the game map; move around the gameworld; and manipulate objects to solve collaborative puzzles
[8, 9, 177, 181]. The game was originally designed by the �rst author as part of his doctoral dissertation using Unity3D1 , a popular game-making software. During an iterative design approach, the
game was constantly improved and further polished. The game was used in multiple studies by the
author (e.g., [5, 8, 9]) to evaluate di�erent types of interfaces and communication mechanics and
their e�ect on players’ performance and teamwork activities. Since this is a custom-made game, we
were able to take advantage of Unity’s networking capabilities to provide a reliable, low-latency
connection for sending media streams, including voice and text chat, players’ progress data, shared
annotations, and players actions. This gave us the freedom to design and incorporate di�erent and
novel cooperative game mechanics. The game was designed for PC platforms and players use the
keyboard, mouse, and headphone/speaker as the main input devices. In the following, we explain
the design of TeCP, the game mechanics, and gameplay (Figures 3, 4, 5).
The design of the game was originally informed by our prior research [177], in which we
developed a set of game design patterns intended to engage players in disaster-response-style
1 https://unity.com
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Fig. 4. Examples of the di�erent ways in which annotations can be used during gameplay. From le� to right:
real-time way-guiding in the gameworld and map, using annotations to mark locations and objects on the
map, player’s handwriting message on the map, using annotation to express emotions, using annotations for
spamming or disruptive behavior [9].

teamwork [3, 4, 7]. Game design patterns support the creation of games with a vocabulary that
allows us to analyze them [19]. Patterns describe replicable combinations of rules and game
mechanics that serve a speci�c purpose in a design. The TeCP game makes use of the following
game design patterns:
• C������������ P�������: Players within these games need to be able to interact spatially
with a map to plan future activities that will be undertaken by team members.
• E������� O���������: Objectives in collaborative games need to be discovered, developed,
or lost by players while particular game scenarios play out. Within such games, it is not
necessarily for all objectives to be accomplished at the end of the game.
• D��������� I�����������: Team members should work together to make informed decisions
and be able to collect information and make sense of them collectively to develop intelligence.
3.1

Game Mechanics

In TeCP, players move their avatars through a dungeon-like gameworld. Players need to communicate and plan activities to complete a set of collaborative puzzles. The game develops the following
mechanics:
• players are able to move their avatar in all directions, subject to gravity;
• carry, place, and stack cubes handled by the avatar of the player to complete tasks;
• they can open doors or activate elevators by positioning the avatar over di�erent buttons;
• jump on platforms that raise the avatar to higher platforms to collect out-of-reach objects;
• they can teleport through di�erent portals to move around the gameworld; and
• switch viewpoints with the use of speci�c keys that toggle di�erent game views.
To support teamwork, TeCP develops a set of mechanics and interfaces. In-game voice and text
chat allows players to verbally communicate and send text messages to the other player in the game.
Players can use these mechanics to communicate their plans and strategies to the other player.
Annotation interfaces provide non-verbal communication. Players can create freehand drawings,
lines and shapes by clicking and dragging the mouse cursor over the map interface in the game
(Figure 4). These annotations are visible to both players in the map interface the 3D gameworld.
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Fig. 5. To successfully finish a game level in TeCP, players need to collaborate to complete micro-tasks. For
example, when a clue or a colored cube is found on an upper tiers, both players need to work together to
collect it. They might first use the map feature to draw annotations (le�) and guide/communicate with their
teammates or draw a path to the elevator; annotations are visible on the top-down map (le�) and the 3D
gameworld (middle), where player can move in the 3D gameworld guided by the annotations (middle); when
they reach the location, one player can then press the bu�on to bring the other player on the upper tiers
(right) to successfully collect the colored cube or the clue (see Figure 3).

3.2

Gameplay Scenario

At the start of the game, players are matched with a team member and are presented with a set
of objectives that need to be completed (e.g., locate and place three colored cubes in their right
locations). Players may start the game by collaboratively establishing a plan using the avilable
cooperative interfaces and mechanics (Figure 5). The map interface available details some of the
objects in the game. Players may collaboratively draw and mark the locations of the cubes on the
map, draw pathways for navigating the terrain, and divide tasks between them to complete all
objectives.
Dependencies in the game encourage player to coordinate and collaborate. Speci�c objects are
speci�cally assigned to one of the players (e.g., cubes can only be handled by one of the players not
the other); to manipulate these game objects, players need to coordinate activities and divide tasks
between them accordingly. Players have the freedom to move and plan their activities and make
their own decisions on which objectives needs to be completed �rst. This allows players to make
their own discussion and plan together as a team without restrictions from the game rules.
4

METHOD

To identify the e�ects of FD-I cognitive style on collaborative gameplay, we conducted a mixedmethods, between-subjects study using TeCP as a research artifact. The study was carried out
in an ecologically valid environment for game play: an internet/games café. Through this study,
we empirically evaluate how FD-I in�uences teamwork and a�ects team performance, cognitive
workload, experience, and communication.
4.1

Ethics and Recruitment

To insure that all the research activities of this project followed best practice, an IRB approval was
obtained prior to starting the recruitment and user study. During the study, the research team
followed best practice by making sure that each participant were provided with an information
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letter, a consent form, and an opportunity to ask any questions about the study. Participants were
able to withdraw from the study at any time without any consequences of any kind.
In order to create the di�erent types of teams (i.e., FD-FD, FD-FI, FI-FI) and to match two players
with a similar or di�erent cognitive style, a pool of participants with di�erent cognitive styles were
needed to be obtained �rst before creating the teams. This was done through two recruitment steps:
(1) First, we invited customers of a local internet/games café to participate in the study. Individuals who agreed to participate and provided consent were considered as potential study
participants. Each participant then undertook a cognitive style elicitation test (GEFT) and
their results were analyzed immediately to keep track of the distribution of participants in
regards to how many participants were recruited from each cognitive style type. Once we
reached a balanced number of teams, we stopped inviting people and started using these
participants to form the teams.
(2) Second, we invited the participants back to the internet/games café to be teamed up with
other players that either match or di�er from their cognitive style. One of our aims, while
creating the teams, was to match people who were not acquaintances with each other; to
achieve this, the café sta� helped us by indicating in our list those people who are familiar
with each other, visit the café in same times and days, play di�erent games, etc. Each team
then played the TeCP game and completed the rest of the study (Section 4.6 and Figure 7
explain the rest of the study protocol).
However, this recruitment process posed some challenges. While we were able to invite 63
participants in this study and managed to balance the number of teams in each condition, we had
to eliminate 9 participants that were no longer needed, resulting in a �nal sample of 54 participants.
The participants that were eliminated were the last FI-style recruited individuals. We noticed
that the majority of the recruited participants were identi�ed as FI, which aligns with prior work
on cognitive styles, as gamers have a tendency towards the FI dimension [23], and thus, it was
challenging to �nd FD-style participants.
4.2

Participants

In our study, 54 customers (11 self-identi�ed as female, 43 self-identi�ed as male, no additional
options were selected) of a local internet/games café participated. All participants were experienced
video-game players (36 participants reported that they played every day, for more than 3 hours, and
the rest of them reported that they played every day for 1–3 hours) and ranged in age between 18
and 30 (" = 23.2, (⇡ = 3.7 years). All participants had experience with cooperative and competitive
plays in games with similar mechanics to TeCP, such as Portal 2, Fortnite, and PlayerUnknown’s
Battlegrounds. Moreover, all participants had the same cultural background (i.e., residence of the
same country and familiar with the local culture), they were familiar with the environment and
multiplayer games, they were not aware of their partner, and they had no visual contact with them
during gameplaying.
To classify the participants as either FD-style or FI-style, we used the Group Embedded Figures Test
(GEFT) [140]. GEFT is a validated time-administered “paper and pencil” instrument that measures
the ability of an individual to identify a simple �gure within a complex background. Individuals
are asked to identify and outline a given simple pattern in a visually complex context within a
given amount of time. The test is divided into three sections. The �rst section is used for practice.
The correct answers of the next two sections are summed to provide a raw score (range: 0–18). A
common technique to classify individuals as either FD-style or FI-style is by using a cut-o� score
[14, 66]. The participants’ GEFT scores ranged between 2 and 18 (" = 10.96, (⇡ = 4.51, U = .89).
We used the closest scale point to the mean score (i.e., 11) as a cut-o� score, which has been widely
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Fig. 6. A study participant plays TeCP at a local internet/games café.

used in practice [99, 153]. Hence, the individuals who scored 11 or less were classi�ed as FD-style
and the individuals who scored 12 or more were classi�ed as FI-style. Based on their cognitive style,
we formed three types of dyads: FD-FD (i.e., both team members were characterized as FD-style),
FD-FI (i.e., one team member was characterized as FD-style and the other as FI-style), and FI-FI
(i.e., both team members were characterized as FI-style), as shown in Table 1.
4.3

Experimental Design

For the current study, we used a between-subjects design with a single independent variable (IV):
team type, with three levels representing the di�erent combinations of teams and cognitive styles:
FD-FD, FD-FI, FI-FI. The dependent variables (DVs) were time taken to complete the game (with a
maximum of 15 minutes), scores on the workload measures, scores on the player experience, and
annotation use counts (see sections 4.4 and 4.6). Regarding the qualitative analysis, we were based
on post-game interviews and logs kept from observation of the video/audio recordings from the
gameplay sessions (see section 4.6).
Table 1. Information about the study participants and teams.

Team

N teams

FD-FD
FD-FI
FI-FI

9
9
9

Age
" = 22.9, (⇡ = 3.4
" = 22.6, (⇡ = 3.6
" = 24.1, (⇡ = 4.0

GEFT score

" = 7.5, (⇡ = 2.8
" = 10.6, (⇡ = 4.9
" = 14.8, (⇡ = 1.7
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Measures

To investigate the in�uence of cognitive styles on collaborative gameplay, we analyzed a variety of
variables such as performance, workload, player experience, and communication. The rationale for
these measurements is the assumption that these variables can provide an initial understanding
of how cognitive styles might in�uence collaborative gameplaying and impact teamwork. Team
work can be measured in terms of outcome, performance, motivation, workload, and team dynamic
[18]. These variables are commonly evaluated through a number of methods, such as analyzing
the time spent to complete a shared task, collecting and analyzing individual and team behavior,
analyzing self-reported surveys, and through a combination of these instruments [18, 184, 194]. We
argue that the combination of both the qualitative and quantitative measures selected in this study
allowed us to gain an understanding of how cognitive styles might impact gameplay behavior and
teamwork. Next, we provide details on each of the measures used in this study:
4.4.1 Performance. We use the amount of time a team needed to complete the game level
as measure of e�ciency and game performance. Time is a commonly used metric to evaluate
performance for problem-solving and puzzle tasks [87, 153], like the tasks presented in TeCP.
Moreover, because the goal of the game is to complete puzzles and does not use other types of
scoring mechanisms, time provided a consistent way to judge performance. Time was calculated
using recorded video of gameplay.
4.4.2 Workload. To assess workload, we used the NASA Task Load Index (NASA-TLX) [83],
which is the most commonly used and the most widely validated tool for measuring physical
and mental workload [82]. The instrument consists of six items measuring subscales of workload
(i.e., mental demand, physical demand, temporal demand, performance, e�ort, frustration) on a
100-point scale. Overall workload is calculated by summing the responses of each subscale. In this
study, the weighting component of NASA-TLX was omitted to reduce the time it took to complete
the questionnaire. Moroney et al. [132] argue that the use of unweighted NASA-TLX scores is valid
and adequate when the time is limited.
4.4.3 Player Experience. We used the Player Experience Inventory (PXI) [188] to assess player
experience. This scale is designed to measure aspects of player experience in games and is based
on the Mechanics-Dynamics-Aesthetics framework [89]. The PXI consists of 35 7-point Likert
elements, which incorporate two subscales with multiple subfactors (Aesthetics subscale: meaning,
mastery, curiosity, immersion, autonomy - Dynamics subscale: goals and rules, audiovisual appeal,
challenge, ease-of-control, progress of feedback).
4.4.4 Non-verbal Communication. We counted the number of annotations made by each
team to measure their non-verbal communication. Leavitt et al. [114] showed that measuring
non-verbal communication can be an indication of team work. We believe that such measure can
be valuable to show how cognitive styles might in�uence how individuals with di�erent cognitive
styles might communicate with each other.
4.5

Apparatus

The participants played the game on desktop computers (Processor: Intel Core i5-7400; Graphics
Card: MSI GeForce GTX1060 3GB; RAM: 8GB DDR4) with a 22" LCD screen at resolution of
1920⇥1080. The computers were powerful enough to support the game and no performance issues
were noted by the participants and the experimenters.
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Fig. 7. Our study protocol consists of five steps: (1) recruitment, (2) cognitive style elicitation, (3) team formation,
(4) gameplay, and (5) post-game assessment. When all these steps where completed, we started analyzing
both the quantitative and qualitative data (see Figure 8 ).

4.6

Study Protocol

To summarize the process of the current study, our protocol consisted of �ve steps (see Figure 7):
(1) Recruitment: To recruit participants, we invited customers of a local internet/games café and
provided them with an overview of the study. The individuals who provided consent were
considered as potential study participants.
(2) Cognitive style elicitation: Each individual completed a demographics questionnaire (�ve
minutes) and undertook GEFT (15 minutes). Once we collected each GEFT, we analyzed
it following the guidelines of the scoring template, and classi�ed the individual as either
FD-style or FI-style, based on the cut-o� score (i.e., 11);
(3) Team formation: We aimed for a balanced study design, thus, we formed three balanced cognitive groups of all combinations of FD-I cognitive style. In total, 27 individuals characterized
as FD-style and 27 individuals characterized as FI-style were randomly allocated in one of
the available teams (i.e., FD-FD, FD-FI, FI-FI).
(4) Gameplay: We invited each team back to the internet/games café to play the TeCP game (�ve
minutes practice followed by a 15 minutes play session) at a mutually agreed day and time.
Figure 6 depicts a study participant playing TeCP. Each participant was part of only one
session in this between-subject study. All teams played the same game level with the same
di�culty.
(5) Post-game assessment: After the gameplay session ended, the participants completed the
NASA TLX to assess workload (�ve minutes) and PXI to assess player experience (10 minutes).
Aiming to gain qualitative insights about how the FD-I cognitive style in�uenced teamwork,
we also asked some exit questions, following a semi-structured interview approach (see
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Fig. 8. Phases of the iterative data analysis approach used.

Appendix 9), to capture their perception and any comments that we were not able to capture
through NASA TLX and PXI questionnaires.
The study took place at SpiderNet Internet Café in Patras, Greece during June 2018. The café
provided us with speci�c date and time slots. Steps (1) and (2) were performed during the �rst
three days; step (3) was performed the fourth day; and steps (4) and (5) were performed during
the following ten days. When all these steps where completed, we started analyzing both the
quantitative and qualitative data, which are explained in the following section.
4.7

Analysis Method

Through this mixed-methods user study, we collected valuable quantitative and qualitative data
to empirical test our hypotheses and deeply discuss our results. We analyzed our qualitative data
using methods drawn from thematic analysis, which is a set of techniques that summarize and
develop insights about the characteristics of a data corpus [25]. The process consists of a series of
iterative coding cycles, performed individually and collectively by the researchers, with an interest
in �nding commonalities within a data corpus to develop insights (see Figure 8). The data analysis
was performed between June and September of 2018. The �rst three authors worked closely during
all the phases of the data analysis and conducted multiple discussion sessions with the rest of the
research team to check agreements and re�ne �ndings. The stages of thematic analysis are iterative
and repeat; we employed the phases below:
Phase 1: Once all the data was collected and the audio recordings were transcribed, all data were
grouped together to enable an easy coding process (this stage was done by the second and
third author);
Phase 2: In-depth read of the data identi�ed potential themes around how players coordinated
their actions, the strategies and approaches they used, and the challenges they faced (e.g.,
players unable to navigate, switching between the map and 3D gameworld constantly, annotating
more than verbally talking). Similar themes were grouped. (this stage was done by the �rst
three authors);
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Phase 3: When all the data were coded, part of the data were then selected to display which codes
have been assigned to them. Through this process, concepts were explored and linked to
create new themes. (this stage was done by the �rst three authors);
Phase 4: The relationships between the emergent concepts and themes were identi�ed by the �rst
three authors. These were then connected to the quantitative results that had been analyzed.
Such connections helped to identify the main themes and better discuss our hypotheses;
Phase 5: Multiple discussion sessions between all the researchers checked agreement by discussing,
re�ning, and improving these emerging themes.
Phase 6: While re�ning and constructing new categories and relationships, a �nal re-observation
of the data was conducted by the �rst three authors to contextualize the �nal themes, situate
the �ndings, and add di�erent quotes from the data.
This process resulted in a set of initial codes and themes that were observed and helped us
understand how cognitive styles in�uenced teams during collaborative gameplay. This iterative
coding cycles and discussions resulted in a �nal set of six themes: scene exploration strategies,
problem-solving approaches, interaction styles, communication, annotation style, and navigation
among the di�erent teams. We discuss in depth the results of both the quantitative and qualitative
analyses in the next section.
5

RESULTS

Through this mixed-methods user study, we investigated how cognitive styles a�ects collaborative
gameplay in a multiplayer game. In the results section, we �rst present our quantitative results,
focusing on the analysis of team performance, cognitive workload, player experience, and nonverbal communication. Then, we discuss our qualitative results focusing on how teams played the
game, how team members interacted with each other, what exploration strategies and problemsolving approaches they used, and �nally how cognitive styles in�uenced their communication,
navigation, interaction style, and overall gameplay.
5.1

�antitative Results

We conducted one-way between-subjects analysis-of-variance (ANOVA) tests, which met all the
required assumptions (unless stated otherwise in each subsection). Both objective (performance
and non-verbal communication) and subjective (workload and player experience) metrics were
evaluated at the team level, by averaging the scores of the team members. In this work, we focus
on teamwork and collaboration and how players work together and succeed as a team, thus,
our analysis both focused on looking at how each type of team experienced the gameplay and
collaborated. In the next subsections, we discuss only the statistically signi�cant e�ects; a detailed
statistical analysis is presented in Appendix 9.
5.1.1 Team Performance Findings. All teams completed the game within time. The one-way
ANOVA (IV: team type, DV: completion time) revealed that the performance was statistically
signi�cantly di�erent for di�erent teams ( (2,24) = 7.307, ? = .003, l 2 = .318). The performance
was higher for FI-FI teams (#C40<B = 9, " = 402.909, (⇡ = 114.591), moderate for FD-FI teams
(#C40<B = 9, " = 439.570, (⇡ = 125.027), and low for FD-FD teams (#C40<B = 9, " = 650.784,
(⇡ = 193.323). The Tukey post hoc tests revealed that FD-FD teams needed 211.223 (95% ⇠ :
36.421 to 386.012, ? = .015) more seconds than FD-FI teams and 247.870 (95% ⇠ : 73.082 to 422.672,
? = .004) more seconds than FI-FI teams to complete the game (Figure 9). No signi�cant di�erences
found between FD-FI and FI-FI teams.
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Fig. 9. Time completion of the game between each team type. Error bars show 95% confidence interval.

5.1.2 Cognitive Workload Findings. The one-way ANOVA (IV: team type, DV: mental demand) showed a signi�cant di�erence in mental demand among the teams ( (2,24) = 6.068, ? = .007,
l 2 = .274) (Figures 10 and 11). FD-FD teams assessed the task as signi�cantly more mentally
demanding than FD-FI (16.667 points, 95% ⇠ : 1.045 to 32.288, ? = .038) and FI-FI teams (17.787
points, 95% ⇠ : 3.188 to 32.368, ? = .017). Regarding perceived performance, FI-FI teams reported a
signi�cantly higher score than FD-FD (26.387 points, 95% ⇠ : 2.615 to 50.016, ? = .030) and FD-FI
teams (22.223 points, 95% ⇠ : 0.475 to 43.970, ? = .045). Frustration score was marginally di�erent
between the teams ( (2,24) = 3.327, ? = .053, l 2 = .147). FD-FD teams reported signi�cantly higher
frustration (26.667 points) than FI-FI teams (95% ⇠ : .378 to 52.955, ? = .046). No signi�cant di�erences found between FD-FD and FD-FI teams and between FD-FI and FI-FI teams. No signi�cant
di�erences were found for the other dimensions of the cognitive workload.

(a) Mental Demand

(b) Perceived Performance

Fig. 10. Results on the NASA-TLX cognitive workload scale: (a). FD-FD teams assessed the tasks significantly
more mentally demanding, (b). FI-FI teams had a significantly higher perceived performance. Error bars show
95% confidence interval.

5.1.3 Player Experience Findings. One-way ANOVAs (IV: team type, DVs: Overall and subfactor PXI scores) revealed no signi�cant di�erences between the three teams regarding either the
overall player experience or the sub-factors of dynamics and aesthetics. All teams reported high
scores. Focusing on each PXI element, Kruskal-Wallis H test revealed that the perceived playing
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Fig. 11. Results on the NASA-TLX cognitive workload scale: FD-FD teams reported significantly higher
frustration than FI-FI teams. Error bars show 95% confidence interval.

performance (element 4: "I felt I was good at playing this game") was statistically signi�cantly
di�erent between teams ( (2) = 10.229, ? = .006). The post-hoc analysis revealed statistically
signi�cant di�erences in median scores between the FI-FI and FD-FD teams (" = 4.78 vs. " = 3.11,
? = .013) and between FI-FI and FD-FI teams (" = 4.78 vs. " = 3.38, ? = .022), with FI-FI teams
reporting a higher perceived performance; this �nding is in line with the �nding about the perceived
performance in NASA-TLX analysis. No signi�cant di�erences were found for the other dimensions
of the player experience.
5.1.4 Non-Verbal Communication Findings. The one-way ANOVA (IV: team type, DV:
number of annoutations) revealed that the number of the drawn annotations was statistically
signi�cantly di�erent for di�erent teams ( (2,24) = 7.858, ? = .002, l 2 = .337) (Figure 12). The
Tukey post-hoc tests revealed that FD-FI teams drew signi�cantly more annotations that FD-FD
(2.556 more annotations, 95% ⇠ : .564 to 4.547, ? = .010) and FI-FI (2.889 more annotations, 95% ⇠ :
.898 to 4.880, ? = .004) teams. No signi�cant di�erences found between FD-FD and FI-FI teams.
Besides the drawn annotations, all teams communicated verbally to complete the game tasks.

Fig. 12. Number of annotations used by each team type. FD-I teams used more annotations than FD-FD and
FI-FI teams. Error bars show 95% confidence interval.
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�alitative Results

The quantitative results showed that FD-FD teams had poor performance and an increased cognitive load, FI-FI teams had a higher perceived performance, and FD-FI teams annotated more
to communicate. These �ndings are re�ected in the di�erent observed themes: scene exploration
strategies, problem-solving approaches, interaction styles, communication, annotation style, and navigation among the di�erent teams. To interpret the results, we synthesize insights gained from exit
interviews and observation of players’ game activities with FD-I theory. Each theme is discussed
below with illustrative quotes, labeled by participants’ cognitive style, the team type and number
(e.g., FD-FD team #1), and an icon which represents the source of the quote (i.e., � for the interview
and � for quotes made within the gameplaying sessions). Quotes that were not made in English
were translated from the original language.
5.2.1 Scene Exploration Strategies. FD-I theory posits that an inherent characteristic of
FD-style people is that they tend to look to other individuals when seeking information [130].
This was borne out in our study. In FD-FD teams, the individuals explored the game environment
together, rather than working independently; thus, they needed more time to gather data and
explore the game world. Prior research indicates that FD-style people prefer to be physically closer
to those with whom they are interacting in the real world [199]. Such behavior was observed in the
virtual world (for 7/9 FD-FD and 6/9 FD-FI teams), and it could be due to FD-style players facing
di�culties with exploring the scene and seeking support from the other team member. As a result,
in FD-FD teams, the players were aware of the interactions between their partners and the game
and had a clear picture of their location and of what information they were processing.
“In the beginning, I felt lost and I was looking for my partner through the map.”
— � FD-style player of FD-FI team #3

“Don’t move away; keep closer to me.”
— � FD-style player of FD-FD team #4

FI-style players, who tend to be more self-driven and motivated by self-interest [56, 207], adopted
an independent exploration approach. FI-FI teams split and followed separate paths (9/9 FI-FI
teams), without explicitly discussing this decision (7/9 FI-FI teams). FI-FI teams explored the scene
more quickly than FD-FD teams, and thus, they had an overview of the game scene and its varying
elements faster. However, considering that FI-style people tend to be more independent and not as
socially aware as FD-people, e�ective communication within teams with at least one FI-style player
is critical regarding gameplay strategy (e.g., notify their partners about what they have found) and
thus the overall teamwork (see Section 5.2.4).
“Since we were two, the best strategy was to follow di�erent paths and identify quickly
the action areas.”
— � FI-style player of FI-FI team #8

FD-FI teams fared similarly: the FI-style player adopted a self-exploratory approach while the
FD-style player was following the FI-style player (6/9 FD-FI teams) to have an improved awareness
and thus an e�ective collaboration. This behavior is also met in other studies, in which FI-style
individuals tend to develop a more leading behavior while FD-style individuals tend to be less
self-interested and follow the mutually agreed strategy [128]. The FD-FI teams explored the scene
faster than the FD-FD teams, probably due to the ability of FI-style players to perceive complex
visual scenes and the social orientation of FD-style players (e.g., notifying their FI-style partner
for what they have already visited). Since FD-FI and FI-FI teams explored more quickly the game
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scene, they both identi�ed more quickly the critical areas of the scene and the actions required to
complete the game tasks which contributed to better performance.
5.2.2 Problem-solving approaches. Each game task (e.g., collect a cube and place it on a
prede�ned target) was based on collaborative micro-tasks (e.g., partner A goes to an elevator and
partner B presses a button to activate the elevator), which require the users to take on a speci�c
role (e.g., giver and receiver). The faster a group assigns a role to each member and the better
coordination they have, the faster they will engage in completing the task. Considering that FD-style
people tend to be more sensitive to social cues and enjoy social interaction [32], they discussed the
roles of each FD-FD member and mutually agreed with their partners before assigning roles (8/9
FD teams).
“It looks like one of us must step on the button to activate the elevator. Shall I step on the
button, so that you can climb up the platform?”
— � FD-style player of FD-FD team #5

Following such a strategy, both members had a clear understanding of what they were required to
do, but they might needed more time to coordinate their actions. On the other hand, FI-style players,
who tend to be more independent and self-instructed [199, 207], did not follow a standardized
process to assign roles. They tended to adopt a “�rst come, �rst served” approach (e.g., the �rst
user who steps on the elevator is the one who will climb to the platform, while the second one
will activate the elevator), which is in line with the leading attitude they tend to develop [128].
This was observed for the majority of the FI-FI and FD-FI teams (8/9 and 6/9 teams respectively).
While this does not account for personal preference or performance, it produced faster decisions,
especially for the FD-FI teams where the roles were typically assigned by the FI-style players “on
the �y” and the FD-style players adopted the assigned role.
“I’m on the elevator, step on the button to activate it!”
— � FD-style player of FD-FI team #1

However, such behavior could be considered bossy from their partners and thus it could provoke
frustration and negative feelings regarding the cooperation, leading to a poor teamwork. This could
be even more evident when the partners are of FD-style and when the roles (e.g., leader, follower)
are not strictly de�ned at the beginning of the task or not de�ned by the activity (e.g., game), as
FD-style people tend to rely on and strictly follow the rules [108, 112]. Therefore, while mutually
agreeing on the playing strategy could have an impact on performance (in terms of completion
time), it could help towards avoiding misunderstandings and frustration that could lead to poor
coordination and teamwork. This could be more intense in heterogeneous teams, and thus, the
activity or the system (e.g., game) could nudge players towards building a clear common ground
on their playing behavior.
5.2.3 Interaction styles. In line with other research [108, 130, 199], FI-style players followed
an analytical and exploratory approach by interacting with many game elements, regardless of
being part of the game tasks. This behavior derives from FI-style people’ ability to identify important
aspects of visual information, especially when it is ambiguous or disorganized [136]. They followed a
"trial-and-error" approach and they interacted with many items aiming to receive more information
about the environment and have a clear understanding of the surrounding context. These players
were often able to remember where they have previously seen important game-related information
and distinguish irrelevant information, because they have the ability to pay attention to details
and explore complex visual scenes and because they are typically more e�cient at retrieving items
from memory [12]. However, FI-style players were not notifying their partners explicitly on what
they were doing and with which game assets they interacted with, and thus, it was observed that
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Fig. 13. FD-FD teams used annotations to show points (le�); FD-FI teams drew both paths and points (middle);
FI-FI teams drew mainly paths (right).

members of FI-FI (mainly) and FD-FI teams performed duplicated interaction, which was a result of
a poor collaboration on this aspect.
“I aimed at covering quickly the scene, so I tried to interact with what I assumed it might
be part of the game, such as platforms, stairs, and �re buckets. Most of them were not
parts of the game, but since I had no penalties for my decisions, I could reveal the critical
parts in a few steps.”
— � FI-style player of FI-FI team #9

The fact that FI-style people interacted with many items during the game session might had a
positive impact on their perceived performance and experience, as shown in other studies, while
their ability to identify and interact with critical game items along with their ability to recall what is
important could have an impact on the reduced mental e�ort. On the other hand, FD-style players
were more reluctant to deviate from the information-seeking strategy agreed with their partners.
They tended to stick to the activity rules and context of use and were focused on the overall game
goal, which is in line with other works [108, 112]. FD-style players were more reluctant when they
were uncertain about the importance of interacting with a game item on the overall game objective,
and thus, they preferred not to perform unnecessary or redundant actions, unlike FI-style players,
which has also been revealed in other studies [13].
“I was not sure whether I should select or not the cube, so I preferred to move on the game
and con�rm its importance later.”
— � FD-style player of FD-FI team #2

A frequent strategy that FD-style players followed when they faced di�culties on identifying
interactive items or when they were not con�dent about the importance of the identi�ed game
items was to seek for external guidance, which was usually achieved by asking their partners
(Section 5.2.4). In scenarios where an FD-style player constantly seeks for assistance from their
partner, the experience, workload, and frustration could be negatively in�uenced for both players.
5.2.4 Communication. All players and all teams used both the verbal and non-verbal channels
to communicate. All players typically preferred to use the verbal communication to ask their partner
a question, as it was direct and allowed them for fast decision making. In FI-FI teams, the players
typically communicated to assign a role to the other player or to provide them with a clear direction
of what they expect them to do. They rarely communicated to keep their partners aware of their
situation, which implies a poor coordination, which however, did not a�ect the performance, as
they were fast on visual processing and on decision making.
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“Do you see me? Step on the platform [to help me move on].”
— � FI-style player of FI-FI team #3

In FD-FI teams, FD-style players were the ones that initiated the discussion, con�rming their
socially sensitive nature, while FI-style players tended to act in a more isolated mode being socially
aloof. There was a tendency of FD-style players to ask for clear and explicit directions and a
maximum amount of guidance, which was observed mainly on FD-FI teams, because the FI-style
partner seldom answered with the FD-style player’s desired level of detail.
“I kept asking the same question again and again, because my partner provided scant
feedback.”
— � FD-style player of FD-FI team #5

Besides the observed isolation, individualism, and rejection of social conformity by the FI-style
players, research has shown that FI-style people fear the loss of control and develop a phobia of
incorporation, which leads to increased distance between themselves and the group [74]. On the
other hand, FD-style people prefer to depend on others for a sense of direction and support. As
discussed in Gruenfeld and Lin [74], there is a con�ict between FI-style and FD-style individuals in
heterogeneous teams, as group participation seems to threaten the self-esteem of FI-style people,
while isolation seems to threatens the self-esteem of FD-style people. Therefore, the con�icting
characteristics of FD-style and FI-style players could lead to frustration and poor coordination in
the heterogeneous teams, which could have a negative impact on the overall playing experience.
5.2.5 Use of annotations. Individuals used annotations to transfer knowledge about the
gameworld to their partners (e.g., show an elevator, draw a path to the location they are). FD-style
players typically used annotations to point a speci�c area of interest, while FI-style players typically
used annotations to draw paths. Considering that FI-style players should be more e�cient at
distinguishing details in visual complex scenes [201], they communicated verbally for indicating
simple gameworld elements, such as a platform or a bridge, and drew paths to direct their partners.
Since FD-style players tended to physically approach their partners (as discussed in 5.2.1 section),
they did not use annotations to draw paths. In FD-FI teams, both types of annotations were used,
with FD-style players indicating a speci�c area of interest (e.g., the location they are) and FI-style
players drawing paths to guide FD-style partner and accomplish a goal (e.g., path to hidden room).
Figure 13 depicts such annotations. The following interaction occurred in an FD-FI group:
FI: “Where are you?"
FD: “Here.” [FD-style player circles location]
FI: “Climb the platform.”
FD: “Which platform?”
FI: [FI-style player draws the path from the FD-style player’s location to the platform.]
— � FD-FI team #2

The use of diverse types of annotations helped FD-style and FI-style people communicate in a
more e�cient way and overcome the potential problems that verbal communication could introduce,
as discussed in section 5.2.4, and thus improve their coordination e�orts. As shown in the literature,
FI-style people tend to prefer a more impersonal approach [201], such as the use of nonverbal cues
[69], while FD-style individuals seem to be bene�ted from the use of annotations [121].
5.2.6 Navigation styles. In FI-FI teams, the players explored the gameworld independently
and navigated through the whole scene to build their mental models of the content. Then, they
visited back each area they were interested in for a more thorough exploration, a behavior that
has also been seen in other domains such as learning environments [43]. They could easily draw
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imaginary paths and routes by recognizing and recalling navigational structures and persistent
points of reference, as it has also been seen the literature [21]. Therefore, FI-FI teams followed a
more analytical approach to navigate through the scene, ensuring that they have covered most of
the game world.
On the other hand, in FD-FD teams the players while working together to explore the gameworld,
they followed a more dispersed navigational approach. They appeared to be more disoriented and
used frequently the map feature to have a holistic overview of the gameworld. Moreover, they paid
attention and focused on areas and items that they assumed that play an important role towards
the game objectives. Considering that they do not perform well on extracting information from
complex visual contents, their navigational approach in�unced them on not exploring the system
to the same extend as FI-style players, which is even more intense given the open nature of the
TeCP game [43]. Therefore, we expect that their navigation style partially accounts for the observed
increase in cognitive load for the FD-style players in perceiving where they are and where they
must go. This is also re�ected in the long completion time, despite that their approach helped them
to ensure that they are on the right track.
In FD-FI teams, diverse navigation styles were observed. However, considering that FD-style
players tended to follow their partners and that FI-style players had a more leading role, we could
often identify characteristics of the navigation style of FI-FI teams. This style seems to have helped
both members of the team, as FI-style players were naturally closer to it while FD-style players felt
that they were not lost within scenes where they were facing di�culties to visually process and
perceive information.
6

DISCUSSION AND DESIGN IMPLICATIONS

In this section, we revisit our hypotheses and discuss the key themes in our research, connecting our
�ndings with prior literature and drive implications for design, practice, and research in cognitive
styles and collaborative gameplay and teamwork.
6.1

Revisiting Hypotheses

We revisit our hypotheses and engage in a discussion of the main e�ects observed. For the discussion,
we have considered the �ndings derived from a) the quantitative analysis on performance (Section
5.1.1), workload (Section 5.1.2), player experience (Section 5.1.3), and communication (Section 5.1.4),
and b) from the qualitative analysis on scene exploration strategies (Section 5.2.1), problem-solving
approaches (Section 5.2.2), interaction styles (Section 5.2.3), communication (Section 5.2.4), use of
annotations (Section 5.2.5), and navigation styles (Section 5.2.6).
H1. Teams that include at least one FI-style player will have increased performance (�
Not rejected)
Both FD-FI and FI-FI teams performed better as they completed the game in less time than FD-FD
teams (statistically signi�cant di�erence between FD-FI and FD-FD and between FI-FI and FD-FD
teams, Section 5.1.1). In FI-FI teams, the players explored large areas of the gameworld quickly and,
based on their ability to e�ciently process visual information in complex scenes, they identi�ed
quickly the critical areas of the game (e.g., a hidden platform that they needed to use in order to
move closer to the target). Despite the fact that they interacted with many items, which could
cost them in terms of time, FI-style players could recall important information about potential
critical areas, as they could use various context elements as points of reference when navigating.
Another factor that might contribute to reduced completion times for FI-FI teams is that the ability
of their members to extract visual information and recall important information prevailed over
their isolation and independent mode of gameplaying.
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In FD-FI teams, FD-style players tended to follow FI-style players when exploring the gameworld
and navigating through the scenes. While this seems as a less e�cient strategy than the one
that FI-FI teams followed, FD-FI teams performed equally well mainly because of the e�ective
coordination and communication plan. The main reasons that lead to this were that a) FI-style
players assigned quickly roles to the team members, which enabled fast and accurate decision
making process, b) FD-style players, based on their social orientation skills, kept their partners
aware for their actions through a continuous dialogue mode and asked them for explict guidance
to accomplish the objectives, and c) FD-FI players used diverse types of annotations that covered
in an optimal way their teamwork e�ort.
On the other hand, in FD-FD teams, while the team members could coordinate their actions and
their strategy, as they could explicitly discuss their roles and constantly communicate, they did
not perform well in terms of completion time. They tended not to split and work independently
but preferred to explore the gameworld as one, following a disoriented navigational approach, and
thus, they needed more time to uncover critical game assets spread in the gameworld . Their poor
performance on perceiving visual information on complex scenes along with their reluctance to
interact with potential important game assets could also have an impact on their poor gameplay
performance.
H2. Teams that include at least one FI-style player will experience lower cognitive
workload (� Not rejected)
There were statistically signi�cant di�erences in cognitive workload metrics (Section 5.1.2) between
FI-FI and FD-FD teams (in terms of mental demand, perceived performance, and frustration) and
between FD-FI and FD-FD teams (in terms of mental demand and perceived performance).
Regarding mental e�ort, FI-FI teams leveraged the ability of their players to perceive complex
visual scenes and extract valuable information. Through their e�ective scene exploration and
navigation strategies, they could easily identify the game targets and accomplish the game objectives.
The fact that they did not use verbal communication to explicitly coordinate their plan could have
an impact on the overall mental e�ort required to solve the game puzzles. However, they were
based on explicit guidance through annotations and their ability to perceive visual information
quickly to complete the game and thus they did not �nd the task mentally demanding.
In FD-FI teams, FI-style players worked as assistance points for FD-style players, who turned
to them to make sure that they are on track and can accomplish the game objective leveraging
their social orientation skills. While they had to perform searching and remembering micro-tasks,
in which they are not as good as FI-style players, they relied on their team partners when facing
di�culties, which contributed to a low score on mental demand. FI-style players did not work as
independently as they would prefer and they were engaged in tasks that they would not naturally
perform (e.g., thorough discussion to decide the game strategy), and this could be a reason for
lower mental demand scores compared to FI-FI teams.
FD-FD teams faced apparent di�culties with the tasks, in terms of processing visual information,
and thus they perceived the game tasks as complex goal-oriented visual tasks which make it more
di�cult for them to search or remember speci�c visual cues. Considering that increases in task
demand are typically paired with increased workload rating on mental demand [196], FD-style
players found the game tasks to be mentally demanding, although they followed diverse methods
to better collaborate during their gameplay.
Increases in task demand are also associated with increases in frustration [196], and as a result, FDFD teams reported higher scores regarding frustration. Even though they had a good collaboration
and coordinated their actions well during the gameplay, FD-style players might felt irritated and
discouraged from the fact that they could not quickly reveal important visual cues and progress the
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game. Regarding the heterogonous teams, we would expect to observe di�erences in frustration
level, because of the contradicting characteristics of FD-style and FI-style people. For example,
FI-style players tended to follow a more independent approach while FD-style players tended
to constantly ask for explicit guidance, notify their partner about what they have performed,
discuss the team strategy, etc. Therefore, these two di�erent behaviors could be irritating for each
player and thus lead to a poor gameplay behavior and teamwork e�ort. In accordance with this, the
leadership behavior of FI-style players could annoy the FD-style players and eventually compromise
the team e�ort. Such di�erences were observed in the qualitative analysis, but were not veri�ed in
the quantitative analysis.
The e�ects of FD-I cognitive style on perceived playing performance are discussed in the next
section, as the �nding from NASA-TLX scores was also revealed in PXI scores.
H3. Teams that include at least one FI-style player will have increased player
experience (� Rejected)
There is no statistically signi�cant di�erence in player experience between teams that include at
least one FI-style player and those that do not (Section 5.1.3). All teams enjoyed playing the game
and reported a high player experience according to PXI scores, with no statistically signi�cant
di�erences observed. However, a statistically signi�cant di�erence regarding the perceived playing
performance was revealed, with FI-FI teams reporting a higher score. FD-FD teams faced di�culties
in identifying critical game assets and areas of interest, and despite the fact that they used varying
means to coordinate their actions, they felt that in many times they made errors and lost time for
identifying assets, which they anticipated that had a negative impact on accomplishing the game
objectives and the time needed to complete the game.
Regarding FD-FI teams, while they performed well they reported a lower score on perceived
performance than FI-FI teams, which could result mainly from the fact that both FD-style and
FI-style players compromised with the diverse characteristics of their team members and they
either were not familiar with or not felt comfortable with the mixed-style approaches they followed
to coordinate the team and accomplish the game objectives. Hence, while they developed a good
coordination plan with the use of multiple types of communication channels, they had the incorrect
belief that they did not perform well.
On the other hand, FI-FI players reported a high perceived gameplay performance despite the
fact that they often were not aware of their partners’ situations (e.g., they were not aware of what
game items their partners had interacted with) and that they often performed the same actions
with their partners (e.g., they explored the same game scenes), as a result of not communicating for
such purposes. However, being able to quickly process visual information and having increased
self-esteem, self-con�dence, and self-e�cacy helped them perceived a higher degree of playing
performance leading to good gameplay behavior and teamwork e�ort.
H4. Teams that include at least one FI-style player will communicate less (� Rejected)
We expected that in teams with FI-style players, the players will communicate less, considering
that FI-style players are less socially oriented and prefer to work in isolation, which would impact
various aspects of gameplay behavior, such as coordination and the teamwork e�ort. However,
all teams used frequently both verbal and nonverbal channels to communicate their actions. In
FI-FI teams, the players, who tended to work independently and follow separate paths to navigate
through the scene and explore the gameworld, used the verbal channel to communicate to their
team partners where they are or what they have discovered that might be important for the game
progress. When they wanted to point such an area, they tended to identify their team partner on
the map and design a path on how to reach their location.
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In FD-FD teams, the players tended to have constant conversations about the game progress,
thoroughly discuss their problem-solving approach, and role assignment. They used nonverbal
communication to indicate areas of interest (e.g., an item that might be important for the game) in
the map and they rarely used annotations to draw paths or show navigation patterns to their team
partners. The main reasons for these are that a) they were following their partner and did actions
together, and thus they used the annotations to point areas that they have visited before or seemed
to be important (e.g., a platform), and b) they could not easily identify paths (e.g., identify a door
that could be used to pass through another room) in visual complex scenes.
Regarding the heterogenous teams, we expected that the contradicting characteristics of FDstyle and FI-style players will have a negative impact on the communication between the team
members. However, the social orientation and the constant request for feedback and guidance by
FD-style players triggered FI-style players to develop a more participatory behavior and to engage
with the team to work together and mutually make decisions regarding how to accomplish the
game objectives. An interesting �nding is that FD-style and FI-style players used the nonverbal
communication for di�erent purposes and they mainly relied on the use of annotations to keep
track of their game strategy. They used it more often than the other teams (Section 5.1.4) and this
had a positive impact on the gameplay and teamwork e�ort.
6.2

Implications for Game Design

According to our results, cognitive styles in�uence gameplay behavior and teamwork, and thus, it
should be considered as a human factor when designing multiplayer collaborative games. Teams
with at least one FI-style player performed signi�cantly better than when both team members are
FD-style players. Dyads’ usage of verbal and non-verbal communication mechanics enabled them
to establish a shared context and enhance their ability to work as a team, which helped overcome
the challenges that they faced due to their individual cognitive styles, reducing the barrier to better
collaborate and coordinate their actions through the gameplay. Di�erences in player’s cognitive
styles and its impact on gameplay call for new and innovative game designs and further research
e�orts. In the following, we connect insights from our results to ways in which multiplayer games
can be designed to support better teamwork. We provide a set of design implications for supporting
design, development, and further research.
6.2.1 Supporting Teamwork. Cognitive styles in�uence teamwork. Prior literature suggested
that there exist di�erent factors that impact teamwork, such as team awareness [202], communication modalities [178], and skill levels [203]. We extend this prior literature by empirically
showing how cognitive styles impact teamwork, how team players work with each other, how their
performance, cognitive load, experience, and communication are in�uenced by the di�erences in
teams’ cognitive characteristics.
Our results show that team members utilized multiple types of communication modalities to
perform various gameplay actions, such as to coordinate movements and explore the game scene.
These results are in line with prior research that suggested to support teamwork in games, a variety
of communication modalities need to be made available for players to utilize [9, 202]. However, we
observed that there exist some di�erences in how players with di�erent cognitive styles use these
available communication modalities. Some players tend to use verbal communication more than
non-verbal. This is not limited to the unique cognitive style of each player, but it also depends on
the cognitive pro�le of the team, combining the individual cognitive styles of the team members
(e.g., heterogeneous versus homogeneous teams). Designers need to provide players and teams with
a variety of verbal and non-verbal communication modalities and cartography mechanics [181]
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to accommodate the di�erences in how players cooperate, which can help teams work together
e�ectively.
Cognitive styles in teams can be taken into consideration as a main factor in player-centred game
designs [171]. Designing game roles based on the cognitive style, creating combinations of such
roles and using game mechanics that favor FI-style and FD-style players could unfold a whole new
path for the game designers, where in-game goals require synthesizing the players’ di�erentiated
characteristics. This approach can support teamwork through assigning di�erent unique roles
to team members. These roles can take into consideration the di�erences in player’s cognitive
characteristics and match it with game activities that can be suitable for such player. For example,
in many cooperative games (e.g., Dota 2 [186]) a player can serve as a healer, a character that
focuses on following team members and restoring their resources and health [202]. Such role can
be suitable for players that face di�culties in navigating complex scenes without following others,
increasing their enjoyment and engagement in the game. Such diverse roles within multiplayer
games give players the ability to select their preferred play style and which types of gameplay
activities match their abilities, thus help teams divide their e�orts and collaborate e�ectively.
Collaborative games can also provide players with rewards or challenges that encourage them to
stay in close proximity of each other as a team, enabling players who are facing di�culties navigating
complex scenes alone to follow and mimic their close by team members. Moreover, we should
stress that designing to support e�ective teamwork should not only focus on the characteristics
that the cognitive style of each player brings in the team, but, it should also consider the team as a
whole in terms of the combined cognitive pro�le. Heterogeneous (e.g., FD-FI) and homogeneous
(e.g., FD-FD) teams are not only characterized by the individual cognitive style of their players, but
also build new dynamics based on the combined cognitive pro�le, which can be complementary in
some cases, improving teamwork, and in other cases, making e�ective teamwork di�cult.
6.2.2 Designing for Cognitive Di�erences. Understanding the di�erences in players’ cognitive styles have the potential to provide insights into �nding new solutions and design choices to
improve teamwork in games [53]. Cognitive workload di�ers between players. The ability to o�oad
some of the demanding cognitive activities into the gameworld or other players can help teams
collaborate e�ectively. This can be done using di�erent interfaces, such as annotation interfaces [9].
Our results showed that some teams e�ciently processed visual information in the complex scenes
of the game (i.e., teams that had at least one FI-style player), and others did not (i.e., teams that
were based on FD-style players only). Some players were able to easily recall important information
about critical areas in the game through using various context elements as points of reference
when navigating. Multiplayer games need to make it possible for players to use elements from the
gameworld as reference points, helping teams to collaborate better and improve their gameplay
[181].
Multiplayer games also need to consider players’ di�erent information-seeking and collaboration
skills, o�ering alternative means for players to gather and share data. Our results show that
dyads’ use of annotations and non-verbal communications enabled them to work as a team and
overcome the challenges that they faced because of their individual cognitive styles. Games could
provide automated navigation assistance, in the form of visual annotations, to help teams reach
game objectives and identify di�erent aspects of the gameworld when needed. Johanson et al.
[91] investigated such automated navigation assistance mechanics in games and how they e�ect
spatial tasks and performance in games. Such assistance shown to be e�ective in improving spatial
understanding in games [91], and thus, adaptable games can provide such mechanics tailored to
orientation- and navigation- related cognitive styles (e.g., spatial visualizers [20]).
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6.2.3 Reducing the Gap between Players Di�erences. Designer’s choices of interfaces,
mechanics, and visual elements in game scenes (e.g., images/textures) in�uence information seeking
and collaboration behaviors of players with di�erent cognitive styles, a�ecting how players work
together and experience the gameplay. For example, FD-style players face di�culties in games like
TeCP that include enriched visual contexts and �nd cognitively demanding the visual search tasks
in such contexts. Players’ di�culties originate in their intrinsic characteristics and the fact that
the game designers do not consider them as design factors negatively in�uences the performance,
workload, and experience of the team. To actively engage FD-style players in such contexts,
assistive mechanisms and visualization techniques that favor FD-style players should be considered,
such as scenes of low complexity/entropy [99], light recoloring [44], and saliency �lters [103]. A
straightforward modi�cation to TeCP to have a less cluttered map interface, for example, might
even the �eld.
Accommodating di�erences in players’ cognitive styles and reducing the gap between players
and teams has the potential to support better collaborative gameplay and improve teamwork in
multiplayer games. One way is to reconsider how teams are built and how players are matched
with each other. Matchmaking (i.e., the process of connecting players together for online play
sessions) is an important factor for player experience and team performance. Current matchmaking
services in multiplayer games are based on varying factors such player ranking and performance
on the game [190], player’s skills [191], physical abilities [63], latency-aware factors [206], and
personality type [31], aiming to provide balance and fairness. Considering that each team member
in�uences how the team performs [30], cognitive styles could be considered as a matchmaking
and balancing factor, so that the team bene�ts from a variety of styles. For example, in games
that require that players process complex visual information (e.g., puzzles, mazes) and connect
di�erent parts of the game (e.g., discuss what they know about a game object, predict game story),
a dyad of FD-style and FI-style players is expected to perform best. Hence, if an FD-style player has
joined the team, the matchmaking service should assign the free position to an FI-style player. In
competitive contexts, cognitive style should also be considered as a matchmaking factor aiming to
create balanced and fair teams which compete each other. However, more research should consider
whither matchmaking players based on their cognitive characteristics would be di�erent than
matching them based on their skill level or past performance.
6.3 Implications Beyond Games
While our work focuses on cognitive styles in multiplayer collaborative games, we expect that
insights from our �ndings to have implications beyond games.
6.3.1 Cognition-based interventions in collaborative contexts. We expect that cognitionbased interventions in collaborative contexts would bene�t the teams in terms of performance and
experience, especially in cognitively demanding tasks that require fast and accurate decisions. In
some time-critical domains [33, 73], the goal of visualization techniques and assistive mechanisms
is to minimize the cognitive load and help people make quick and accurate decisions on their tasks
objectives. In such stressful and demanding conditions, people with diverse cognitive characteristics
often need to collaborate to accomplish the task objectives. Considering cognitive styles as a human
factor for forming the teams, for coordinating the team, for assigning collaborative tasks, and
for assigning roles to each team member, would help the team to optimize its performance and
minimize the risk of failure.
6.3.2 Implicit elicitation of cognitive styles. Studies like the reported one raise the practicality of designing interactive systems that are adaptable to users’ cognitive characteristics. However,
this raises the challenge of eliciting such cognitive characteristics in run time, because the current
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methods are based on tools, such as GEFT, that take time, need human intervention, and are typically
irrelevant to the context of the designed activities. Recent studies have revealed that implicit and
unobtrusive elicitation of cognitive factors is feasible through rules-based user-modeling either in
time (e.g., �rst minute of activity) [98] or in segments (e.g., after the �rst microtask) [156]. Therefore,
the transparent elicitation of cognitive styles in run-time would enable the providers (e.g., online
multiplayer game platforms) to adapt their services seamlessly and with minimum latency, tailored
to the cognitive characteristics of the team.
6.4

Implications for Future Research

Our work has implications for future research and researchers who are interested in understanding
the impact of cognitive styles on teamwork in games and beyond. We see this paper as a starting
point for research that investigates the impact of cognitive styles on teamwork. Researchers can
extend our work to other domains of teamwork (e.g., learning, disaster response, sports [58, 101]) and
further investigate the in�uence of other cognitive characteristics and human factors (e.g., collective
intelligence [104], personality traits [94]) on teamwork. More research connecting cognitive styles
with teamwork will in fact be necessary to re�ne, con�rm, and further elaborate our novel �ndings.
6.4.1 Teamwork and Collaboration. Researchers working on topics related to teamwork and
collaboration need to investigate new and novel approaches to better support teamwork through
system design. Based on the results of our work, researchers can begin to describe existing and new
set of designs that supports teamwork and conduct further investigation on how these designs might
support teams in working e�ectively. Future directions could look at how the choices of interfaces,
mechanics, and visual elements in games and other software (e.g., images/textures) in�uence
information seeking, collaboration performance, and behaviors of individuals and teams with
di�erent cognitive styles. Insights from our work could guide the design of interfaces and mechanics,
such as cooperative communication mechanics [9, 178], awareness cues [202], and textures, that
accommodate the di�erences in users’ cognitive styles, helping to improve collaboration. In this
work, we focused on dyadic teams, however further research could extend our work and investigate
how such cognitive di�erences in�uence teamwork within larger teams (e.g., triads, tetrads).
6.4.2 Cognitive Styles. Future work will also look at analyzing other cognitive styles (e.g.,
Convergent vs. Divergent individuals to explore memory retrieval dimensions [131]) and user
preferences and characteristics (e.g., personality traits [94], video game preference [204], and skill
and expertise [165]) and how they in�uence collaboration skills and teamwork in games and
other domains. We also expect that certain interfaces and designs can be utilized as a mechanism
for determining a player’s cognitive style, replacing the GEFT instrument and enabling the use
of cognitive styles as part of players matchmaking within multiplayer games. We also see an
opportunity to extend this work by investigating whither game-speci�c training can in�uence a
player cognitive style, changing a player ability to distinguish elements in complex scenes and
in�uence their information seeking and collaboration skills.
7

STUDY VALIDITY AND LIMITATIONS

In this section we discuss the validity of our study, including internal, external, and ecological
validity. We also highlight the limitations of this work and discuss how social presence of other
players, cultural di�erences between players, and di�erences in skill levels may have in�uenced
the results of our work and how future work could extend and build on our �ndings.
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Internal, External, and Ecological Validity

Regarding the internal validity, the study environment and the study procedure remained the same
for all participants. The methodology and statistical tests used to answer the research objectives
met all the required assumptions. Focusing on the study instruments, we used GEFT [140] to
classify an individual’s cognitive style as FD or FI, based on a cut-o� score. Considering that GEFT
highlights cognitive di�erences along a continuum scale, the use of a cut-o� score might not classify
correctly individuals that fall in between the two end-points; thus, various alternative classi�cation
techniques have been proposed [39, 117] and several studies [12, 14, 17] use a third dimension
called “�eld-mixed” to characterize individuals with a GEFT score close to the mean score of the
study sample. Considering our limited sample size, we followed a dichotomous approach, which
adopts the mean score as the cut-o� score and has been e�ciently used in practice [87, 99, 126, 153].
Regarding the external validity, our sample size was limited for the quantitative analysis, which
however met the required assumptions as discussed in the previous paragraph. To improve the
study validity, we followed a mixed-methods approach, in which quantitative and qualitative
�ndings support each other and we focused on participants with speci�c characteristics. Our
participants’ age-span was limited (18–30). However, the ages were normally distributed and re�ect
the age-span of gamers [135], the gender distribution re�ects gamers’ gender distribution [135],
and GEFT scores are comparably similar to the general public across populations with varying
demographics [99, 102, 160]. We acknowledge that teamwork and collaboration can be a�ected
by other factors that we did not control for in this study, such as gender, social intelligence, and
personality. While these factors might have contributed to how the teams interacted within the
game, controlling for each of these factors would have resulted in a very complex study design. We
anticipate that future work could address such limitation. Moreover, we acknowledge that one of the
shortcomings of this work is that we conducted the study using one single custom-made multiplayer
game. While the design of the TeCP game was inspired by di�erent game design patterns and
other popular cooperative games, is it not a representative of mainstream games. Further research
should investigate how cognitive styles impact collaborative gameplay using di�erent o�-the-shelf
collaborative games and games from other genres, improving the generalizability of our �ndings.
To achieve a high ecological validity, we performed the study in an internet/games café, which is
a place designed for gaming sessions. The study participants used the available gaming apparatus
(e.g., computers, mouse, keyboard, headphones), which supported TeCP and did not interfere with
participants’ experience. The study participants were all experienced gamers, who had played games
with similar mechanics and were customers of the internet/games café. Hence, they were familiar
with the study environment and the equipment, which helped them behave and act naturally.
7.2

Social Presence, Cultural Di�erences, and Skill Levels

We acknowledge that this work is limited and a number of extraneous variables including social
presence of other players and di�erences in culture and skill levels between the players can
potentially be an in�uencing factor on the results presented. We discuss each of these variables
here and cite prior work that can help in understanding the e�ects of these variables.
Video games are commonly played in social settings with co-players and audiences. Prior research
suggests that when a player is watched by an audience or another co-located person, the presence
of others in the physical and virtual space might in�uence the gameplay experience. Presence
is de�ned as a subjective phenomenon of being “there”, the psychological sense of sharing of
physical and virtual places and spaces with others [24, 119, 172]. Playing video games in open social
settings, such as in a public internet/games café or through an online streaming platform (e.g.,
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Twitch.tv2 ) with other players and spectators have the potential to in�uence how players interact
and behave [80, 96, 105, 116, 125]. Kimble and Rezabek [105] studied the impact of an audience on
a players’ performance. The authors argue that “good players would do better and poor players
would do worse under audience pressure”. Lin and Sun [116] also investigated the relationship
between players and onlookers in video game arcades. The authors suggest that the presence of
onlookers and audiences can promote positive performance. Kappen et al. [96] studied the in�uence
of di�erent types of co-located audiences (no audience, silent audience, positive audience, and
negative audience) and how each type of audiences in�uence the gameplay experience. The authors
found that negative and positive audience in�unced players the most by making them become
more engaged in the video game. On the other hand, silent audiences caused players to be less
engaged in gameplay.
While we understand that social presence of other co-located players and audiences may in�uence the gameplay experience and performance as suggested by these prior literature and we
acknowledge that we did not control for such in�uence, we argue that conducting our user study
in a internet/games café provided a highly ecological valid environment, an environment that our
experienced players are familiar with and feel con�dant in. We argue that since all our participants
were experienced players and were familiar with the game type and the internet/games café, the
presence of other co-located players and audiences had little to no negative impact on the players
as suggested by Kimble and Rezabek [105] and Lin and Sun [116].
In regards to cultural di�erences, prior research suggests that culture orientation plays a small
part of how people play and interact in social games [115, 142]. Prior work on cognitive styles
shows that there is a cross-cultural variation in FD-I cognitive style and that people with di�erent
cultural backgrounds (e.g., individualist and collectivist cultures [111]) tend to move towards the
one or the other dimension. In our study, all participants shared the same culture orientation, hence
the impact of culture di�erences on our participants is considered to be minimal.
In regards to di�erences in skill levels, all participants were experienced players and were familiar
with cooperative games similar to TeCP. We argue that skill di�erences between players had minimal
in�uence on the gameplay experience and the results of the study.
Despite all of these di�erent extraneous variables that were not controlled for in this study, our
work adds to a growing body of research on collaborative gameplay in multiplayer games (e.g., [5, 6,
9, 10, 104, 114, 202, 203]) and creates a bridge connecting cognitive styles and collaborative gameplay.
Our work sheds light on how cognitive styles in�uence collaborative gameplay and provides
valuable insights and a deep understanding of how players’ characteristics in�uence teamwork.
While the �ndings of this study contribute valuable insights and suggest many implications for
future design and research, they must be viewed within the study’s limitations.
8

CONCLUSION

In multiplayer collaborative games, players need to continuously collaborate and coordinate their
actions with their teammates to succeed. The present research investigates the e�ects of cognitive styles on collaborative gameplay and provides an understanding of how players’ cognitive
characteristics in�uence their teamwork. Through a mixed-methods, between-subjects study, we
empirically investigated how FD-I cognitive style impacts gameplay behavior, concerning how team
performance, cognitive workload, player experience, and communication di�er between players and
teams. The results show that teams that consist of two FD-style players had poor performance and
increased mental workload, despite communicating verbally and using annotations. Additionally,
2 https://www.twitch.tv
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groups that had at least one FI-style player performed better. These results contribute to understanding cognitive styles and collaborative gameplay by providing empirical evidence and new
insights on how players’ information seeking, problem-solving, communication, and navigation
approaches in�uence their behavior and strategy when playing a multiplayer collaborative game.
These �ndings suggest that cognitive style should be one of the human factors considered when
designing collaborative games.
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APPENDIX A: SEMI-STRUCTURED INTERVIEW GUIDE
Stage
Warming-Up

Player Experience

Game mechanics

Communication

Collaboration
Miscellaneous
Finish

Sample questions / directions
- Brief explanation of the process.
- Brief talk about player pro�le and background.
- Can you describe the playing experience? Things you liked, you didn’t
like etc.
- Pros and cons of the game?
- Did you feel stressed with the time limit during the game? Why?
- Did you feel stressed with the tasks you had to complete? Why?
- Did you feel your team was e�cient? Why?
- Could you easily identify what you were expected to do?
- How was your time split between the map and 3D gameworld?
- What did you use the map and 3D gameworld for?
- What interactions did you make?
- How did you explore the gameworld?
- Did you have any speci�c preference regarding the game mechanics?
- How did you communicate with your partner?
- What communication channel did you use most?
- Why did you communicate for?
- Did you use the annotations feature? How?
- How would you describe the collaboration with your partner?
- How did you coordinate with your partner?
- Were you aware of the what your partner was doing all the time? How?
- Were you aware of the where your partner was? How?
- Is there anything else you would like to comment about the game
or the collaboration?
- Summary of the most important points raised in the interview.
- Acknowledgments and leave-taking

� Please note that this is a guide of questions used during the interview. However, the researchers
omitted questions for which answers transpired previously, or asked questions in e�orts to probe
more information.

APPENDIX B: TeCP VIDEO
The video of the TeCP game has been submitted as supplementary material.
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APPENDIX C: STATISTICAL ANALYSIS
Team Performance
Completion time (seconds)
" = 650.784, (⇡ = 193.323
" = 439.570, (⇡ = 125.027
" = 402.909, (⇡ = 114.591

FD-FD team
FD-FI team
FI-FI team
FD-FD — FD-FI
FD-FD — FI-FI
FD-FI — FI-FI

Observed di�erence
211.223 (95% ⇠ : 36.421 to 386.012, ? = .015)
247.870 (95% ⇠ : 73.082 to 422.672, ? = .004)
37.223 (95% ⇠ : -143.057 to 217.502, ? = .998)

Cognitive Workload: Mental Demand
NASA-TLX Points
" = 60.000, (⇡ = 14.177
" = 43.333, (⇡ = 11.136
" = 42.222, (⇡ = 10.171

FD-FD team
FD-FI team
FI-FI team
FD-FD — FD-FI
FD-FD — FI-FI
FD-FI — FI-FI

Observed di�erence
16.667 (95% ⇠ : 1.045 to 32.288, ? = .038)
17.787 (95% ⇠ : 3.188 to 32.368, ? = .017)
1.111 (95% ⇠ : 13.388 to 15.610, ? = 1.000)

Cognitive Workload: Physical Demand
FD-FD team
FD-FI team
FI-FI team
FD-FD — FD-FI
FD-FD — FI-FI
FD-FI — FI-FI

NASA-TLX Points
" = 20.778, (⇡ = 8.172
" = 16.222, (⇡ = 7.596
" = 19.889, (⇡ = 7.288
Observed di�erence
4.556 (95% ⇠ : 4.496 to 13.607, ? = .623)
.889 (95% ⇠ : 8.163 to 9.941, ? = 1.000)
3.367 (95% ⇠ : 12.719 to 5.385, ? = .923)
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Cognitive Workload: Temporal Demand
NASA-TLX Points
" = 49.111, (⇡ = 14.461
" = 40.222, (⇡ = 9.922
" = 37.778, (⇡ = 16.962

FD-FD team
FD-FI team
FI-FI team
FD-FD — FD-FI
FD-FD — FI-FI
FD-FI — FI-FI

Observed di�erence
8.889 (95% ⇠ : 8.201 to 25.978, ? = .580)
11.333 (95% ⇠ : 5.756 to 28.423, ? = .302)
2.444 (95% ⇠ : 14.645 to 18.534, ? = .998)

Cognitive Workload: Performance
FD-FD team
FD-FI team
FI-FI team
FD-FD — FD-FI
FD-FD — FI-FI
FD-FI — FI-FI

NASA-TLX Points
" = 60.000, (⇡ = 19.183
" = 64.167, (⇡ = 16.763
" = 86.389, (⇡ = 11.281
Observed di�erence
4.161 (95% ⇠ : 23.511 to 15.410, ? = .989)
26.387 (95% ⇠ : 50.016 to 2.615, ? = .030)
22.223 (95% ⇠ : 43.970 to .475, ? = .045)

Cognitive Workload: E�ort
FD-FD team
FD-FI team
FI-FI team
FD-FD — FD-FI
FD-FD — FI-FI
FD-FI — FI-FI

NASA-TLX Points
" = 51.556, (⇡ = 14.976
" = 46.333, (⇡ = 9.760
" = 39.778, (⇡ = 7.067
Observed di�erence
5.222 (95% ⇠ : 8.242 to 18.686, ? = .984)
11.778 (95% ⇠ : 1.686 to 25.242, ? = .101)
6.556 (95% ⇠ : 6.908 to 20.019, ? = .667)
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Cognitive Workload: Frustration
FD-FD team
FD-FI team
FI-FI team
FD-FD — FD-FI
FD-FD — FI-FI
FD-FI — FI-FI

Completion time (seconds)
" = 47.500, (⇡ = 19.743
" = 29.722, (⇡ = 21.200
" = 20.833, (⇡ = 16.617
Observed di�erence
17.778 (95% ⇠ : 5.615 to 41.171, ? = .187)
26.667 (95% ⇠ : .378 to 52.955, ? = .046)
8.889 (95% ⇠ : 14.504 to 32.282, ? = 1.000)

Non-verbal Communication
FD-FD team
FD-FI team
FI-FI team
FD-FD — FD-FI
FD-FD — FI-FI
FD-FI — FI-FI

Annotations drawn
" = 6.556, (⇡ = 193.323
" = 9.171, (⇡ = 125.027
" = 6.221, (⇡ = 114.591
Observed di�erence
2.556 (95% ⇠ : 4.547 to .564, ? = .010)
.333 (95% ⇠ : 2.198 to 2.867, ? = 1.000)
2.889 (95% ⇠ : .898 to 4.880, ? = .004)
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